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GE NE RAL PREFACE

The aim of this series of Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries, as
it was in the companion volumes on the New Testament, is to provide the student of the Bible with a handy, up-to-date commentary
on each book, with the primary emphasis on exegesis. Major critical questions are discussed in the introductions and additional
notes, while undue technicalities have been avoided.
In this series individual authors are, of course, free to make their
own distinct contributions and express their own point of view on
all debated issues. Within the necessary limits of space they frequently draw attention to interpretations which they themselves do
not hold but which represent the stated conclusions of sincere
fellow Christians.
The books of Kings continue the history of God’s people from
the united kingdom under David and Solomon to the tragedy of its
division into the realms of Israel and Judah until their respective
downfall and exile. Here is portrayed those kings who sought to
govern according to the divine law and with the encouragement or
rebuke of a long line of prophets from the renowned Elijah to
Jeremiah. The historian concentrates on Solomon, Hezekiah and
Josiah of Judah and on Ahab of Israel, and in this unique piece of
history writing we are introduced to the lives of many individuals
whose part is faithfully recorded for our learning.
This commentary is based on the New International Version,
though other translations are frequently referred to as well, and on
occasion the author supplies his own. Where necessary, words are
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transliterated in order to help the reader who is unfamiliar with
Hebrew to identify the precise word under discussion. It is assumed
throughout that the reader will have ready access to at least one reliable rendering of the Bible in English.
Interest in the meaning and message of the Old Testament continues undiminished, and it is hoped that this series will thus further
the systematic study of the revelation of God and his will and ways
as seen in these records. It is the prayer of the editor and publisher,
as of the authors, that these books will help many to understand, and
to respond to, the Word of God today.
D. J. Wiseman
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AUT HOR’S P REFACE

The books of Kings are a unique source for the history of Israel
from the last days of the united monarchy under David to the fall
of the subsequently divided kingdoms of Israel (with the capture of
Samaria in  BC) and of Judah itself (with the sack of Jerusalem
in  BC). Without these books, and the partly parallel account in
the Chronicles, our knowledge of God’s dealings with his peoples
throughout the first millennium BC would be severely limited.
It is not possible in the brief space allowed to quote the many
scholars to whom I am indebted. We are today well served by recent
full-scale commentaries in English, to which reference is made here
by the author’s name (e.g. Jones ()). In these more extensive
works will be found much of the detailed argumentation, theoretical speculations about editorial redactions and some conjectural
emendations of the text which abound in such studies today. While
this study notes some of their conclusions, it is itself based on the
final text of Scripture as it has come down to us today. The overall
aim of this commentary, as of this whole series, is to make the text
better understood by lay people. There is, however, a sense in which
any comment on a historian who is himself commenting on events
closer to his time may be thought superfluous.
I have included emphases which will betray my own personal preferences. Among these are aspects of archaeological discovery which
relate to the Bible, for this has been my lifelong interest and work.
Also I have not attempted, except where essential for clarity, to
render the ineffable divine name (in Hebrew consonants ‘YHWH’,
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commonly interpreted as ‘Yahweh’ but unpronounced and unpronounceable) as other than ‘LORD’. This follows the ancient practice
by which the vowel signs for ‘LORD’ (adonai) were added (hence the
interpretation ‘Jehovah’). The One God is unquestionably and
unmistakably identified.
All readers today need to study this history, which is largely biographical and gives us a vivid picture of national and individual life
and the way God was working in both. Its frank statement of the triumphs and tragedies of God’s people has a relevance for us today.
These things were recorded as examples to keep us from setting our
hearts on things as they did. They were written also as warnings, so
that when we think we are standing firmer than they, we must be
careful not to fall ( Cor. :, ). At the same time they were written to help us, as also the original readers, to endure in times of testing and to encourage us to trust and hope in the same unchanging
God. Many of the events and characters here portrayed are taken up
in the New Testament and so have ongoing significance.
My thanks are first and foremost to my wife Mary for her longsuffering patience and understanding over more than forty years.
Much of this time has been occupied with my own academic work,
Bible translation and the editorship of this series. Throughout I have
sought to support the Inter-Varsity Press, whose staff have always
been helpful and encouraging to me. Thanks also to Mrs Ruth
Holmes for easing my burden by deciphering my manuscript and
bringing it to typescript, and to Alan Millard and Bruce Winter of
Tyndale House for help in bibliographical references.
This book is sent out with the prayer that, despite its many deficiencies, it may help us all to be loyal to the Lord and his word.
Donald J. Wiseman
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I N T RO D U C T I O N

Some modern readers may hesitate to approach the books of Kings,
for it is not easy for all to bridge the gap between our day and the
first millennium BC through which the history of the ancient kingdoms of Israel and Judah is traced. The narrative covers almost five
hundred years from the initiation to the eclipse of their kingship. It
is the story of the rise and fall of kingdoms, of high promise and
abject failure, of tragedy and yet of hope. God’s chosen people seem
to lose out because of the tendency to trust in themselves and so
break away from the service of God to worship others rather than
follow the LORD God himself.
. The value of the books of Kings
The history opens with the end of the reign of David as he controls
from his capital Jerusalem a region stretching from Syria to the
Philistinian city-states on the south-west Palestinian coast, to the
transjordan border states of Ammon and Moab on the east and
Egypt’s borders to the south. This was largely due to the weakness
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of the major powers of the day. Assyria had not yet expanded westwards to make the small city-states of Aram (Damascus) join with
Israel to resist Shalmaneser III at Qarqar in  BC. It was to be more
than a century later that the Assyrians took Damascus and then gradually dominated and incorporated the city-states as vassals until
Israel itself was taken in  BC. Soon thereafter Judah was invaded
( BC) and put under pressure until it too fell to the Babylonians,
as heirs of Assyria, and the people were carried off into exile.
Throughout this period Judah had had to withstand incursions
from Egypt. The history of Kings is in no small measure that of relations between God’s people and their neighbours around and within
their land.
The history of Kings does not set out to be a complete and
exhaustive portrayal of the period but rather a selection made to
illustrate God’s overall control of history, even when this is not obvious to observers. The historian does this by a judicious use of his
sources and by highlighting the lives of certain individuals. Thus
David, king of Judah, is the ideal or model ruler, and Jeroboam
son of Nebat is typical of those kings of Israel who lead the people
into sin. Ahab and Jehu are singled out as those who began well
yet, despite the admonishments of contemporary prophets, did
not carry reforms to a final conclusion and thus influenced even
Judah to err and ultimately to suffer the same fate as their northern
neighbours.
One result of this selectivity (a common method in historiography) is that there is also emphasis on Solomon, Hezekiah and
Josiah (‘the new David’) of Judah and on Ahab as the hoped-for
reformer of Israel, while others are treated in a summary fashion.
Thus the distinguished ruler Omri of Israel, renowned according to
contemporary documents (e.g. The Moabite Mesha‘ inscription and
Assyrian references to the ‘House of Omri’), is passed over in only
eight verses ( Kgs :–) and Manasseh’s long reign occupies less
than a chapter ( Kgs :–).
Kings is a unified work and, as argued here, probably and largely
the work of one historian. The purpose for which the book was written is nowhere explicitly stated and must be deduced from the history as it now stands. It serves for all time as a warning of the
inevitable retributive judgment brought on themselves by those
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who deviate in worship and practice, yet as an encouragement to
follow God and receive the blessings promised for those who are
obedient to his law even through times of exile. It is also a reminder
of God’s persevering love and grace despite his being rebuffed.
Most space is given to those who, at least initially, were viewed as
‘doing the right in the LORD’s sight’ and thus as practically keeping
his law.
Kings then is not just a chronicle, political or religious, but ‘sacred’
history with appropriate theological comment, that is, a religious
commentary on history (see Themes and theology, pp. ‒).
Without the details given, little would be known of the outcome of
the experiment in kingship following the promise given to David of
an everlasting dynasty. Nor would the wisdom and splendour of
Solomon, the exploits of the prophets Elijah and Elisha, the event
and explanation of the exile of Israel and of Judah, to all of which
reference is made elsewhere in Scripture, be known or understood.
All peoples, since the earliest societies using writing, have given an
account to themselves of the principal events known to them for the
benefit of subsequent generations.
Kings, as part of the continuous history of Israel from the time
of the exodus from Egypt when they were designated ‘God’s people’
as a nation until their downfall and dispersal into exile, is no exception. Claims are made that it represents also the earliest continuous
and genuine historiography. Many of the literary forms employed
are known to have been in use among contemporaries in the ancient
Near East. In common with them, facts are drawn from diverse yet
authenticated sources. While it may not be possible at this distance
to distinguish in detail the historian’s primary sources (see Sources,
pp. –), there is no reason to deny that he could well have
had access to objective and reliable records as usually kept in official archives of a capital city at this time. These included lists of
kings, officials, reports of civil and military activities, personal

. Cf. J. H. Huizinga in R. Klibansky and H. J. Paton (eds.), Philosophy and
History: Essays Presented to Ernst Cassirer (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, ), p. .
. DeVries, p. xxx.
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biographies and the like. Attempts are today made to distinguish
other genres, e.g. popular narratives, story, legends and memoirs, but
there is no unanimity in this.
Kings also contributes to our understanding of the cultural milieu
of the period. It tells something of the learning, writings and
wisdom ( Kgs ; :–), law and justice ( Kgs :–), as well
as injustice ( Kgs ); palace and temple building ( Kgs  – ); dedication and upkeep ( Kgs ); and the dangers of interfaith and
mixed marriages ( Kgs :–;  Kgs :). There are details
about international trade ( Kgs :–; ), the problems of kingship and succession leading to palace intrigues, rebellions ( Kgs
:) and frequent recourse to murder and assassination to remove
rivals, especially in the Northern Kingdom (e.g.  Kgs :–; :,
–; :–; :). The frequent episodes of famine ( Kgs
:;  Kgs :–) and the sieges of Samaria ( Kgs ;  Kgs
: – :) and Jerusalem ( Kgs :) as well as the wars against
neighbouring Moab and Edom ( Kgs :) and Aram ( Kgs ;
:–) may distance the reader from the sad events but it must
be remembered that, though portrayed according to the setting of
their time, many of these would be classed today as ‘colonial expansion’ (of Israel into Aram/Syria) or as border raids or even as the liberation of areas under a tyrant, developments not unknown in the
same regions still. These, and the mafia-like vendettas and family
feuds, raise moral questions no less for us today than they did for
God’s people in Old Testament times.
. Themes and theology
Appreciation of Kings may vary with the standpoint taken by a commentator or reader with reference to the purpose, period and place
assigned to the historian or editor(s). If the book is taken only as a
late reworking of some earlier facts to encourage exiles in Babylonia to understand the just fate of God’s people, then the emphasis varies, depending on whether the book is thought to see the
whole history as pessimistic or to contain, and end with, a note of

. Long, pp. –, –.
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the hope of restoration. In consequence differing themes are considered dominant. However, the view taken here is that there is no
single overriding theme, but the whole selection of events and the
theological comment on them carries forward the historical story of
God at work and relating to his people just as they had experienced
earlier.
Many themes of theological import are discernible throughout the
book. Some will be seen as recurrent phrases already known from
the law (especially Deuteronomy) or in the recurrent experiences
recorded in the lives of a number of kings and prophets. Those theological emphases as commonly described are cited here for study.
(a) God in history
God is referred to frequently but most often here as the LORD
(Yahweh) God (over five hundred times). He is the Sovereign LORD
( Kgs :), the LORD Almighty ( Kgs :; :, ;  Kgs
:). He is declared to be the one true God ( Kgs :), incomparable ( Kgs :), the creator ( Kgs :) and giver of life ( Kgs
:). He is living ( Kgs : and often in the oath formula ‘As
the LORD lives’,  Kgs :; :, ; :;  Kgs :, ; :). God
is especially thought of as the God of the fathers ( Kgs :) and
God of Israel ( Kgs :, , passim). So he is the God of David
( Kgs :) and Solomon ( Kgs :, ; :; :) who refer to him
personally as ‘My God/LORD’ as the people do of him as ‘our God’
( Kgs :, , ; :; :). He is transcendent ( Kgs :;  Kgs
:–), omnipresent ( Kgs :; :) yet with his people
( Kgs :, , ), thought of as invisibly enthroned in his temple
( Kgs :) which bears his name ( Kgs :, ; :), where he is
to be worshipped ( Kgs :, cf.  Kgs :–, , ) and
praised ( Kgs :; :, ; :). His name is to be made known
to others ( Kgs :;  Kgs :). As the God of law he commands
( Kgs :; :) and requires trust and obedience ( Kgs :–).
He shows himself in deeds, some thought miraculous ( Kgs :),
and reveals himself in words through his spokesmen the prophets
(see Prophetic narratives, pp. –, –).
In history God is conceived as ruling over the kingdoms of men
( Kgs :), raising up kings (against Solomon,  Kgs :) and
controlling the turn of events ( Kgs :; cf. :). He drives out
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some nations ( Kgs :; :) or reduces their territory ( Kgs
:), rejects others, removing them from his presence into exile
( Kgs :–; :) when they stubbornly fail to serve him. It
is God who sends enemies to punish his people ( Kgs :) and
strikes Israel ( Kgs :). Indeed God can be provoked to anger
( Kgs :; :, , , ;  Kgs :, ). To him is attributed
disaster ( Kgs :;  Kgs :), tragedy ( Kgs :), disease ( Kgs
:), famine ( Kgs :) and even sudden death by fire ( Kgs :).
Yet at the same time God is the one who hears and answers prayer,
and the prayers of Solomon ( Kgs :–) and Hezekiah ( Kgs
:–) are recorded. God gives deliverance ( Kgs :; :–
; :–, –), victory ( Kgs :), forgiveness ( Kgs :),
wisdom ( Kgs :; :; :; :), his Spirit ( Kgs :;  Kgs
:) and power ( Kgs :;  Kgs :).
(b) God in judgment
(i) Failure to worship God and keep his law inevitably led to the
tendency to worship other gods and to break the first commandment
(Deut. :). For many the denunciation of idolatry together with
innovation, or non-removal, of high places is a characteristic theme
of the narrative. It is certainly a much emphasized reason for the
judgment that fell on both Israel and Samaria and Judah and
Jerusalem.
(ii) The example of kings whose deeds affected both the wellbeing of their own families and that of their successors is cited, e.g.
Jeroboam of Israel ( Kgs :–; :–) and Jehu, the effect
of whose sin lasted through three to four generations (Deut. :–)
and led to the fall of Israel ( Kgs :–; :).

. The historian’s interest in various diseases is consistent for king
Jeroboam  ( Kgs :–), Asa ( Kgs :), Azariah/Uzziah ( Kgs
:) and Hezekiah ( Kgs :–), as well as other individuals such as
Naaman ( Kgs ) and the Shunammite’s son ( Kgs :–). Similar
detailed interest in disease is observable in the writings of Isaiah and
Jeremiah.
.  Kgs :–; :;  Kgs :; :; :, .
. DeVries, p. .
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(iii) The theme of the law prevails as the standard by which kings
were judged and their reigns assessed as to whether they did ‘good’
or ‘evil’ in the sight of the LORD (see theological appraisal in the
regnal formulae, pp. –). The historian assumes throughout that
the law was known or knowable, even though periodically forgotten
( Kgs :, ). The law played a significant part in the coronation
of kings ( Kgs :), and the covenant was reaffirmed at times of
national crisis ( Kgs :;  Chr. :) or breakdown ( Kgs :)
as well as after changes in the national leadership (cf. Josh. :–;
 Chr. :).
(iv) Failure to keep the law and way of God is frequently alluded
to. Even the most devout were no exception. So David erred and was
responsible for the eventual schism begun with Solomon’s reign (
Kgs :; :, Heb. raq, ‘except’). Jehu’s temporary reintroduction
of the worship of Yahweh in Israel failed in that he himself did not
follow the law ( Kgs :–). Earlier Jehoshaphat, though judged
righteous, is criticized for his connivance with Ahab and his son
Jehoram and his unsuccessful joint enterprises with them ( Kgs ;
 Kgs ). Hezekiah, though trusting in God and delivered from the
hands of the Assyrians, saw his new reforms marred by his show of
subservience to another world power, Babylonia, which was eventually to end the kingdom of Judah ( Kgs :–). Josiah’s hardwon reforms were soon terminated by his death at the hand of
Egypt at Megiddo ( Kgs :–). Overall the fate of Israel is
traced in such a way as to foreshadow that of Judah.
(v) Retributive judgment follows from this theme of failure to
keep the law. This is foretold for all who reject ( Kgs :;  Kgs
:; :–) and violate the covenant (Deut. :; :–, ;
:–;  Kgs :). It is a strong note throughout the prophetic
narratives. The result is the separation of God’s people from the land
demonstrated in their exile ( Kgs :, ).
(c) God as deliverer: hope and restoration
Kings is not entirely a picture of tragedy, failure and unrelieved pessimism (against Noth). The same divine covenant which invokes
judgment also promises hope and restoration for those who are obedient, turn from sin and repent and humble themselves ( Kgs
:–). It holds out also the potential of redemption (cf.  Kgs
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:–) and God in his long-suffering mercy preserves a remnant
of the faithful ( Kgs :;  Kgs :). The happier note is
attributed to God’s promise to David of an established throne ( Kgs
:; :), a strong ruling house ( Kgs :) and an everlasting
dynasty ( Kgs :, ). As will be shown, several interpreters see the
optimistic ending of the history (e.g.  Kgs :–) as introduced
by a later editor into the narrative as part of the preaching to the
exiles (von Rad, Wolff). Commentators are divided in holding a view
of the promise to David as conditional or unconditional and this
colours their understanding of the outcome of the history as
favourable or failure and of the composition of the book (see
below).
(d) God’s promise to David
The original promise to David of an everlasting dynasty was that his
house and kingdom would endure and his throne be established ‘for
ever’ (‘ad ‘ôla-m;  Sam. :–;  Kgs :). In this way he would
reflect God’s eternal rule and kingdom on earth (cf. Dan. :). This
was reiterated to his son Solomon in the form that he would never
fail to find a man (someone) on the throne of Israel ( Kgs :). The
original word ‘for ever’ was not repeated to Solomon who, however,
was told that after him, when the kingdom was wrenched away, there
would remain a part or remnant ‘tribe’ for the sake of God’s servant
David and Jerusalem ( Kgs :, –). The enduring nature of
the family was symbolized as a lamp burning ‘for the sake of David’
(see on  Kgs :; cf.  Kgs :;  Kgs :). David was well aware
that the promise was conditional on the faithfulness and way of life
of his successors ( Kgs :), as was Solomon himself after receiving the divine word ( Kgs :; :). David was the ideal king only
in so far as he too kept the law. He became the symbol of divine
favour and acceptance in Judah, whereas Jeroboam and those kings
of Judah who followed in his way were rejected.
Thus many see a contradiction between the promise and the
fact, and find that the original promise must have been unconditional
and was only made conditional by reinterpretation after the fall of
Judah when those in exile required an explanation of the breakdown
(so Noth). Others would explain this conditionality as a much
later theological trend, while Nelson (pp. ff.) argues that the
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condition of obedience was never intended to be applied. It has been
suggested that the ‘for ever’ of the promise must not be taken literally as in contemporary royal treaties, grants and appointments
where the ‘for ever’ is part of the language of royal legitimization
(Long, pp. –; cf. the use of peace for David and his descendants
‘for ever’,  Kgs :).
The frequent references back to David are to him as a model (
Kgs :; :) or as the founder of the City of David. The promise of  Samuel :– as seen in  Kings : is not evidence of a
different source but the implicit unfolding of what is explicit in the
divine promise in the covenant and is henceforward qualified for
both Israel and Judah. Conditionality is present throughout the history (Nicholson, Wolff, Tsevat) and is an integral part of the theology of retribution for failure. It will be seen as the introduction by
a later editor only if the Deuteronomy law is considered post-exilic.
God’s promise not to destroy utterly or abandon his people is
rooted in the covenant promise made to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
according to the historian ( Kgs :). Later Jewish and Christian
tradition sees that, despite the conditionality, God kept a remnant of
his people alive, including the line of David to whom they look back
as the founder of their kingdom rather than to Saul. Through this
line was to come the Messiah who would rule over all his people
for ever (e.g. Rom. :; Rev. :). Thus Kings ends, as it began,
with David’s line still established in and through the exile ( Kgs
:–).
(e) Prophecy
Prophecy is a history-creating force (von Rad, p. ; Long, p. )
and runs through the narrative of Kings more extensively than is
often recognized. The word of the LORD comes to the nation
through statements by prophets, often directed to its leaders. In each

.  Kgs :; :; :;  Kgs :; :; :; :; :; :; :.
. Hobbs, p. xxiv; J. G. McConville, ‘Narrative and Meaning in the Book
of Kings’, Biblica , , pp. –.
. See R. E. Clements, ‘The Messianic Hope in the Old Testament’, JSOT
, , pp. –.
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period there were one or more spokesmen in God’s name who
played a significant part in reminding king and people of God’s
requirements. Named prophets include Nathan intervening at the
end of David’s reign ( Kgs :). Ahijah of Shiloh foretold the division of the kingdom after Solomon to Jeroboam of Israel, as well
as announcing that king’s death ( Kgs :–; :–). At the
same time Shemaiah’s intervention with Rehoboam of Judah delayed
that final breakdown ( Kgs :–), while two unnamed prophets
spoke of the coming desecration of Bethel ( Kgs :–). Jehu son
of Hanani warned of the end of Baasha’s family for following in
Jeroboam’s evil ways ( Kgs :–).
Extensive narratives concerning the prophets Elijah ( Kgs  –
; ;  Kgs ) and Elisha ( Kgs : – :) are grouped together
(see below Sources, prophetic). Their ministry alone spanned almost
a century from the reign of Ahab to Jehoash, the grandson of
Jehu, and occupies about a quarter of the books of Kings. At the
same time Micaiah, son of Imlah, and an unnamed prophet withstood large groups of false brethren advising Jehoshaphat of Judah
and Ahab of Israel ( Kgs :; :–). In Israel Jonah, son of
Amittai, foretold the restoration of lost territory to Israel during the
time of Jeroboam II ( Kgs :).
Another outspoken prophet with influential court connections
was Isaiah, who was at work throughout the reigns of Uzziah,
Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah of Judah (i.e. c. – BC; Isa. :).
Yet other prophets were present in the long but perverse reign of
Manasseh ( Kgs :–) and a prophetess Huldah urged the message of the newly rediscovered book of the law which led to Josiah’s
reforms ( Kgs :–). During his reign Jeremiah was active.
The rôle of these prophets was primarily to convey ‘the word of
the LORD’ which through them came to rulers and people alike.

. G. A. Auld, ‘Prophets and Prophecy in Jeremiah and Kings’ ZAW ,
, pp. – argues that the favourable attitude towards prophets is
always the result of late editorial additions, but this is not proven.
. Cogan and Tadmor, p. , n. .
.  Kgs :; :; :; :, ; :, ; :, ; :;  Kgs :; :;
:; :; :, , .
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The historian specifically states when events fulfilled the word of
the LORD given them or which happened ‘according to the word
of the LORD’, thus authenticating their messages in accord with
Deuteronomic tradition (Deut. :–). Their words were sometimes demonstrated with signs like the torn cloak of Ahijah ( Kgs
:) and the split altar ( Kgs :), or were accompanied with
music ( Kgs :) or symbolic actions ( Kgs :; :; :–;
:–). Their statements are remarkably constant throughout for,
as the historian himself comments, ‘the LORD warned Israel and
Judah through all his prophets and seers’ ( Kgs :, ) against
the punishment which would inevitably follow their forsaking the
true God and worshipping false gods ( Kgs :–; :, , ).
The warnings not only told of judgment to come ( Kgs :;  Kgs
:; :) but gave advice not to go to war against their fellows
( Kgs :; :–), or to prepare to resist attacks ( Kgs :).
Their words spoke of God’s mercy in preserving the remnant of the
faithful ( Kgs :), promising deliverance or victory ( Kgs :;
:) or healing ( Kgs :; :, ). Theirs too was the call to
repentance and to turn back to God ( Kgs :–, –;  Kgs
:; :). Their denunciation of idolatry was no mindless
polemic and sometimes included the merciful act of God in delaying retribution ( Kgs :–).
The cost to a prophet of his outspoken testimony is noted. He
was often shunned and his message rejected. So Elijah was hunted
nationwide and driven out of the land with a price on his head and
this led to deep depression (see on  Kgs :–). Yet throughout
the LORD preserved and provided ( Kgs :). Other prophets were
publicly rebuked ( Kgs :), seized ( Kgs :) or imprisoned
( Kgs :). Tradition has it that Isaiah was put to death and sawn
asunder (Martyrdom of Isaiah, ch. ; cf. Heb. :).
(f) Other themes
(i) Models. The historian’s style gives rise to a number of paradigmatic models which run through the book. This has already been

.  Kgs :; :, ; :; :, , , ; :; :, ; :, , ;
:, , ;  Kgs :; :; :; :; :; :; :.
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shown under (d) above, on the promise to David who is referred to
as the ideal king. Similarly the rôle of Jeroboam ben Nebat in leading Israel astray ( Kgs :;  Kgs :–) is taken as a yardstick
to measure Israel’s subsequent sin on twenty-three occasions. He is
followed by Ahab as an apostate who in turn became the model for
Manasseh ( Kgs :) – Judah’s ‘Ahab’ (cf.  Kgs :–). In like
manner Elijah is portrayed as the ‘new Moses’.
(ii) The centrality of worship. Jerusalem was the place God chose
( Kgs :, , ) for his name and for the temple towards which
worshippers pray ( Kgs :, , , ; cf.  Kgs :, ; :).
Some look to this centralizing of worship there as another theme of
the book. A central sanctuary, though envisaged in Deuteronomy (cf.
Josh. :), was never there explicitly stated or located. In ancient
experience the main cultic centre was usually at the seat of power,
but the national deity was equally revered in holy places in other
cities. Under David Jerusalem was the key-point of the royal legal
powers and court, and the temple and its ancillary buildings were
made to serve as the treasury ( Kgs :–;  Kgs :) from
which state disbursements were made in time of need ( Kgs :;
:–; :). The temple was a place of pilgrimage and sanctuary
( Kgs :), but in this rôle was referred to only when access to it
was thwarted during inter-kingdom and tribal conflict when a substitute was set up at Bethel and Dan ( Kgs :–). In fact, little
is said about the Jerusalem temple after the details of its construction and dedication ( Kgs  – ) have been given. There is periodical concern for its repair ( Kgs :–; :; :–) and only
a brief mention of its destruction ( Kgs :). Temple worship is
not therefore a main theme in comparison with the detail given on
the condemnation of worship at the non-Yahwistic shrines.
(iii) Kingship. The historian appraises individuals rather than the
institution of kingships. That was considered as sacral in that it derived
from the divine initiative reaffirmed by the people. Apart from an
instance of coronation or covenant renewal ( Kgs :–), Kings does
not, like the surrounding peoples, celebrate the New Year Festival or

. M. Weinfeld, ‘Cult Centralisation in Israel in the Light of NeoBabylonian Analogy’, JNES , , p. .
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declare its king the son of its god. Indeed, apart from David, kings like
Solomon were considered the antithesis of the ideal king (cf. Deut.
:–). There were tensions between central authority and tribal
independence and this underlies much of the local disturbance which
led to the break-up of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah. Neither the
kingship itself nor the land ruled and lost is a major theme of the book.
. Chronology
The historian extends his selectivity to a discrimatory use of sources
to group together events within a single reign or relating to an
opposing people (such as Aram or Edom) without the necessity to
present them in a strict chronological order. Similarly he felt free to
vary the repetitive formulae which served as the framework within
which he wrote up the whole (see Sources and Literary form, pp.
, –) and to introduce his own personal review or comment at
different points in the composition.
The break in the history between  Samuel and  Kings is arbitrary.  Kings  –  concludes the throne-succession narrative of
David from  Samuel . The mention of David is essential to the
theme of dynastic succession. Similarly, the break between  Kings
 and  Kings  is of little significance. There is no break in the
Hebrew text itself to support an interruption in the accounts of
the reign of Ahaziah and the ministry of Elijah. The usual reason
given is that later translators needed to divide the text into scrolls of
roughly equal length either for lectionary purposes or to mark the
end of David’s reign (itself concluded in  Kgs :) or the point of
Solomon’s succession (:).
In reading this history, note must be made of ancient conventions.
One source is placed following another even if referring to the same
time or event. There was no easy way of indicating contemporaneity. Here the longest reign in one kingdom is followed by the
accounts of rulers in the other kingdom whose lives overlapped or
coincided. Adequate cross-reference is, however, provided by

. Cf. also the juxtaposition of more than one account of creation in Gen.
 – ; and the overlap in lists in Gen. , .
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synchronisms with others ruling at the same time. These are given
in the introduction to each reign and, occasionally where significant,
to rulers in external countries by name and by the event by which
they impinged on Israel and Judah. These incidentally provide valuable referents to the history of Assyria, Babylonia, Syria and Egypt
and a check on the chronology. They also serve to remind the
reader that the events discussed here occurred on a real world stage.
The close chronology and synchronisms given in Kings are
remarkable. Though these are interpreted in different ways, the figures assigned to individual rulers from the time of contemporaries
such as Jeroboam I of Israel and Rehoboam of Judah down to the
death of Ahaziah and Jehoram differ by only two to three years even
when converted to our modern Julian calendar. By the standards of
ancient historiography such differences are minimal, yet numerous
solutions are proposed to attempt harmonization. Some variants
between the MT, LXX and LXX (L) texts may be in part a later attempt
to achieve this. The chronology most widely accepted today is one
based on the meticulous study by Thiele. The chronological table
given on pages – is a modification of his tables. For the later
kings reference to extra-biblical sources enables checks to be made,
so that there is virtual unanimity in datings, bearing in mind that the
ancient New Year commenced in spring. This means that regnal
years should often be indicated as e.g. Omri /–/ BC where
the precise month of accession is not known. There are many
claims to present a precise chronology according to our modern calendar, and methods of harmonization include the following:
(a) Approximation
Tadmor thinks that some figures have been rounded off. This was
not the practice in contemporaneous Assyria, and against it is the
careful noting of reigns of less than one year, as Zimri ( Kgs

. See p. , cf. pp. –.
. E. R. Thiele, The Mysterious Numbers of the Hebrew Kings (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, ).
. H. Tadmor, ‘The Chronology of the First Temple Period’, WHJP V,
pp. –.
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:). Others suggest that an artificial structure has been employed,
based on a total length for the monarchy of  years, equal to the
time from the exodus to the building of the temple, but the interpretation of this figure is open (see on  Kgs :).
(b) Regnal years
The introductory formula for individual kings gives the total years of
his reign (e.g.  Kgs :), or, if less, by months ( Kgs :, ) or days
( Kgs :). A synchronism between one royal accession is made with
the regnal year of the contemporary ruler in another kingdom, e.g. ‘In
the eighteenth year of the reign of Jeroboam son of Nebat, Abijah
became king of Judah, and he reigned in Jerusalem for three years’
( Kgs :–). Sometimes cross-reference is made to contemporary
events in other nations ( Kgs : etc., see pp. –). There is, however, difficulty in interpreting some of these references, should different systems of dating be used in the two states involved. An ante-dating
system was used, as in Egypt, where the period between an accession
and the next New Year’s day is claimed as the king’s first regnal year.
This system is said to have been used in Israel from Jeroboam I to
Jehoahaz. Thereafter (Jehoash–Hoshea) a post-dating system similar to
that used in Judah, in which the first regnal year was counted from the
first New Year’s day after accession (as commonly in Babylonian
texts), was employed. Such changes could have been the result of an
imposition of the Mesopotamian style as the western city-states became
vassals of their powerful Assyrian and Bablylonian conquerors.
Another solution commonly proposed is to assume that Israel’s
New Year began with a spring (Nisan) calendar while, until the
eighth century BC, Judah followed a calendar commencing in the
autumn month of Tishri (September/October; Wellhausen,
Mowinckel, Jones). Yet others believe that the Northern Kingdom
used the autumn New Year under Canaanite influence (Talmon).

. A. Gardner, Egypt of the Pharaohs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, ),
pp. –; cf.  Kgs :.
. S. Talmon, ‘Divergences in Calendar-reckoning in Ephraim and Judah’,
VT , , pp. –.
. Ibid.
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Some even apply this argument to Judah, but evidence for an autumnal New Year is highly questionable.
(c) Co-regencies
In his well-argued reconstruction of the chronology, Thiele advocates the acceptance of the principle of overlapping reigns explained
by the existence of demonstrable co-regencies. Some such arrangement has long been proposed, since the coinciding reigns of Omri
and Tibni ( Kgs :) are clearly stated; for Jotham and Uzziah,
Jehoram and Jehoshaphat they are indicated ( Kgs :, cf. :; :),
and for Jotham and Uzziah/Azariah reasonably assumed because of
the latter’s leprosy ( Kgs :). In addition Thiele proposes other
co-regencies between Jeroboam II (–) and Jehoash (–
); Pekah (–) and Menahem (–) for Israel, and
between Azariah (–) and Amaziah (–); Ahaz (–)
and Jotham (–); Manasseh (–) and Hezekiah (–
) for Judah. Other co-regencies have been proposed for Ahaziah
(–) and Ahab (–); Joash (–) and Jehoahaz (–
); Amaziah (–) and Jehoash (–). Thiele considered
the chronology could thus be shown to be consistent with the
integrity of the Hebrew text. However, he thought that the editor
in  Kings  –  was in error over the reigns of Jotham of Judah
and Pekah of Israel resulting from the interpretation of Ahaz’
twelfth year, which coincided with the year of the accession of
Hoshea in Israel ( Kgs :), as relating to his sole reign rather than
dating from his earlier co-regency with his father Jotham. This led
to the untenable proposal of  BC for the fall of Samaria, contrary
to all other, including external, evidence. This confusion is obviated by the proposal that the system of co-regencies continued
with Ahaz co-regent with Jotham for twelve years and Hezekiah with
Ahaz. From the days of David and Solomon this use of coregencies contributed much to the stability of Judah and a relatively

. D. J. A. Clines, ‘The Evidence for an Autumnal New Year in Pre-Exilic
Israel Reconsidered’, JBL , , pp. –.
. E. R. Thiele, ‘Co-regencies and Overlapping Reigns among the Hebrew
Kings’ JBL , , pp. –.
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untroubled line of succession. Certainly such co-regencies are
well attested for Mesopotamian kings during this period and harmonization of the data in Kings is possible using such methods. Precise correlation with our Julian-based calendar is not possible until
the reigns of the last kings of Judah. Prior to that, years need to be
indicated as, e.g.,  BC by indicating / or / according to
whether the ancient year is conceived as commencing in the spring
(March) or autumn (September). Later dates than these, where the
royal year is indicated by precise day, month and regnal year, can be
converted to our calendar within twenty-four hour limits (the latter
necessary because the day was then taken as beginning at sunset). For
instance, the fall of Jerusalem on the second of the month Adar in
Nebuchadnezzar’s seventh year occurred on / March  BC.
(d) Extra-biblical references
At a number of points the history in Kings can be verified or complemented by comparison with extra-biblical, mainly Assyrian and
Babylonian, sources. These dates are derived from king lists, chronicles or other documents which are checked by more than one
source, often including astronomical data.

. The co-regency of Hezekiah and Ahaz was first proposed by K. A.
Kitchen and T. C. Mitchell, NBD ( edn), p. ; cf.  edn,
p. ; cf. L. McFall, ‘Did Thiele overlook Hezekiah’s Co-regency?’,
Bibliotheca Sacra  (Oct./Dec. ), pp. –, esp. n. . E. Ball
argues for ‘The Co-regency of David and Solomon’, perhaps under
Egyptian influence, in VT , , pp. –.
. R. A. Parker and W. H. Dubberstein, Babylonian Chronology  BC–AD ,
Brown University Studies XIX (Providence, Rhode Island: Brown
University Press, ).
. H. Tadmor, ‘The Chronology of the First Temple Period. A
Presentation and Evaluation of the Sources’, WHJP IV/, ,
pp. –; Cogan and Tadmor, pp. –; pp. – for selected
translations; J. Reade, ‘Mesopotamian Guidelines for Biblical
Chronology’, Syro-Mesopotamian Studies /, , pp. –; cf. W. Hallo,
‘From Qarqar to Carchemish in the Light of New Discoveries’, BA ,
, pp. –. The absence of extraneous records for the reigns of
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(i) Omri and his son Ahab are mentioned in the Mesha‘ Inscription (Moabite Stone) dated c.  BC. This is a valuable source for
the study of the relations between Israel and Moab and for religious
beliefs there at the time (cf.  Kgs :–).
(ii) On the battle of Qarqar in the sixth year of Shalmaneser III,
king of Assyria ( BC), the Assyrians record the contribution of
Ahab of Israel (Ahabbu (ma-t) Sir’ilaia) with two thousand chariots and
ten thousand men to the coalition led by Hadadezer (Adad-’idri) of
Damascus which opposed them.
(iii) Jehu of Israel is named in the caption, and probably depicted
on the Black Obelisk from Kalhu (now BM. , dated  BC
reading Ya’ua ma-r Humri (‘Jehu of the Omri dynasty’).
(iv) Jehoash of Samaria (Yu’asu samerina-ya) is named by Adadne ra-ri III of Assyria as bringing him tribute from Israel in  BC.
(v) Tiglath-pileser III, king of Assyria (–), mentions a
number of kings of Israel in his inscriptions. Among tribute exacted
from Israel (Bı-t-Humri) was that from Menahem of Samaria
(Menihimme samerina-ya) in  as also recorded in  Kgs :f., and
from Pekah (Paqaha) whom he deposed in favour of his own nominee Hoshea (Ausi’ ) who also paid tribute to him in  BC.
It is possible that his reference to one Azriau ma-t Yaudi is to Azariah
of Judah (see on  Kgs :–), as is his telling of Yauhazi
(ma-t )yauda-ya becoming a vassal in  BC.
(vi) Shalmaneser V of Assyria claimed the capture of Samaria in
his Eponym List (and the Babylonian Chronicle) and is the ‘king of

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

David and Solomon may be largely explained by the paucity of extant
contemporary texts for that period in all neighbouring countries.
DOTT, pp. –; IBD, pp. –.
DOTT, pp. –; ANET, p. .
DOTT, p. ; ANET, p. ; IBD, p. .
The Rimah stela, Iraq , , pp. –; A. Malamat, POTT, p. ;
IBD, p. .
DOTT, p. ; ANET, p. .
DOTT, pp. –; ANET, p. ; Cogan and Tadmor, p. .
H. Tadmor, ‘Azriyau of Yaudi’, Scripta Hierosolymitana  (Jerusalem:
Magnes Press, ), pp. –; ANET, p. .
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Assyria’ who attacked Hoshea in / BC ( Kgs :–) in a threeyear siege and initiated the final blow. He appears to have died
before the city finally fell.
(vii) Sargon II of Assyria is not named in Kings (cf. Isa. :), but
his annals hail him as the conqueror of Samaria who took the
Israelites into exile ( Kgs :). He claims in  to have deported
as prisoners ‘, of the people … and the gods in whom they
trusted’ and to have been ‘the subjugator of the land of all Israel’
(Bı-t-Humria) and ‘conqueror of Samaria’ (Samerina).
(viii) Sennacherib of Assyria in his annals for his fourteenth
regnal year ( BC) describes his siege of Jerusalem when he ‘shut
up Hezekiah the Judean (Hazaqia yauda-ia) … like a caged bird within
his royal city (Jerusalem)’ as well as the tribute exacted from him.
His palace sculptures in Nineveh show Sennacherib before the conquered city of Lachish ( Kgs :).
(ix) Manasseh, a tributary of Assyria c.  BC, is named by king
Esarhaddon of Assyria (– BC) as ‘Menase-, king of Judah’
(me-na-si-i šar (a-l )ya-ú-da-a-a), and by Ashurbanipal of Assyria (–
 BC) as ‘Mı-nse- of Yaudi’ (mi-in-se-e šar (ma-t )ya-ú-di).
(x) The important series of Babylonian Chronicle tablets for the
years – give background details for the history of this time.
They provide evidence for the fall of Nineveh in  BC, and of the
Assyrians on whose behalf Egypt intervened with military forces,
marching to relieve Harran in  BC. In the course of that intervention Josiah met his untimely death, an event thus firmly dated to
that year ( Kgs :). The same source records the battle of

. DOTT, p. .
. DOTT, pp. – (Annals ); ANET, p. ; C. J. Gadd, ‘Inscribed
Prisms of Sargon II from Nimrud’, Iraq , , pp. –.
. DOTT, pp. –; ANET, pp. –.
. ANEP, pp. –; IBD, pp. –.
. R. Campbell Thompson, The Prisms of Esarhaddon and of Ashurbanipal
(London: British Museum, ), v. , pl. ; ANET, p. ; DOTT,
p. .
. Prism C ii. ; M. Streck, Assurbanipal II (Leipzig: Hinrich, ), p. ;
ANET, p. ; DOTT, p. .
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Carchemish in  BC and the first attack by Nebuchadnezzar II on
Jerusalem, when ‘in his seventh year, month Kislev, the king of Babylonia moved his army into Syro-Palestine, laid siege to the city of Judah
(Ya-hudu) and took the city on the second day of the month Addaru.
He appointed in it a (new) king of his own choice, took heavy tribute
and brought it into Babylon.’ Thus the fall of Jerusalem can be dated
precisely to / March  BC, and the accession of Zedekiah/
Mattaniah in Judah following the capture of Jehoiachin happened in
that year. The commencement of the Judeans’ exile is thus fixed.
Jehoiachin king of Judah (Ya’ukı-n šar (ma-t)Yaudaya) is named on
several tablets found in Babylon as receiving rations from the royal
stores there. These tablets are dated to – BC (cf.  Kgs :).
This written evidence, predominantly in the cuneiform script, is
valuable not merely for the correlation of events between Israel and
its neighbours but also for their interpretation. Regrettably few
native Palestinian inscriptions have as yet been found. It is likely
that the kings of Israel and Judah recorded events on more perishable or limited materials. This is indicated by the ostraca, seals and
bullae from the time of the monarchy. The names on some of
these can be identified with persons named in Kings or they at least
show that the name was used at the time. Seals of an official of
Hezekiah (hzqyhw), the name Pekah (pqh) written on an ostracon
 Kgs :), and the seals of Gedaliah (gdlyh) and of Jaazaniah
(ya’azanyh) who supported him at Mizpah ( Kgs :), are
among the survivors. A rare reference to a woman is the seal naming
Jezebel (yzbl ). Sufficient remains to indicate that writing was in use

. E.g. the stone found at Gezer listing agricultural operations throughout
the year and dated by its script to the tenth century BC is the only extant
Palestinian inscription from the period of the united monarchy (DOTT,
pp. –; ANET, p. ; IBD, p. ).
. E.g. for the Samaria inscribed sherds see on  Kgs :; the Arad
ostraca c. / BC; BA , , pp. –; ANET, pp. –.
. Fragment of a store-jar inscribed lpqh (IBD, p. ).
. Described as ‘son of Ahikam, who is over the House’ (’šr ‘l hbyt);  Kgs
:; IDB, p. .
. N. Avigad, ‘The Seal of Jezebel’, IEJ , , pp. –.
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at different levels and for different purposes throughout this
period.
The chronological table on pages – is based on the above
observations and allows for the flexibility in dating of reigns to
include the co-regencies for which there is evidence.
. Archaeological evidence
While the extra-biblical inscriptions which relate to the history of the
times of the monarchy are a useful correlation with the chronology
of Kings, excavations at Palestinian sites provide useful evidence for
the cultural situation in this same period. By this means some characteristic architectural features have become well defined. High
standards in construction, with solid masonry of fine drafted ashlar
stones carefully laid, mark royal buildings of the tenth to ninth centuries. This, like the Phoenician (Canaanite)-type monumental structures with columns bearing proto-Ionian (Aeolian) capitals found at
Jerusalem, Samaria, Hazor and Megiddo, passed out of fashion by
the late ninth century BC. Similarly, the type of fortification introduced during the united monarchy, with its unfilled casemate walls
which could be used for storage and which were quickly erected with
an adjacent ‘six-roomed’ gateway building with towers, proved effective until the late tenth century. The advent of Assyrian siege equipment and battering rams led to the adoption of massive ( metre
thick) solid walls, as at Dan, Hazor, Megiddo, Lachish, Tell enNasbeh, Arad, Ashdod and Beersheba. In a few places which were
perhaps not considered ‘defendable cities’ ( Chr. :) the casemate
system continued in use for many decades at Tell Beit Mirsim
(Debir?) and on the acropolis at Samaria which lay above the main
line of fortifications. At Beersheba the lack of Egyptian siege

. E.g. a letter from the time of Josiah (ANET, p. ); the Lachish letters
c.  BC (ANET, p. ; DOTT, pp. –); the Tel Hinom
(Jerusalem) find of the priestly blessing (Num. :–) dated to the
sixth to seventh century BC.
. D. J. Wiseman, ‘The Assyrians’ in Sir John Hackett (ed.), Warfare in the
Ancient World (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, ), pp. –.

